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&gt; Jump to standard model content, unsung victory modern physics there are two scientific theories that, taken together, explain the whole universe. The first, which describes the force of gravity, is widely known: Einstein's theory of general relativity. But the theory that explains everything—the standard model of elementary particles—is virtually unknown to the general public. In almost everything theory,
Robert O'Erter shows how what was once thought to be separate forces of nature were combined into a single theory by some of the brightest minds of the 20th century. Rich with accessible analogies and transparent prose, the theory of almost everything celebrates an uninvited achievement in human knowledge here—and demonstrates the excellent structure that underlying the world as we know it.
Praise for the theory of almost everything this volume is highly available explains the standard model to each man, using literary references and easy-looking analogies to illuminate mind-bending physics principles. —Weekly publishers available and attractive... This book is for anyone interested in modern physics and the ultimate answer about the universe. —Science News Before You Go... Check out
best-selling books of all time to see the list of two scientific theories that, taken together, explain the whole world there. The first, which describes the force of gravity, is widely known: Einstein's theory of general relativity. But the theory that explains everything—the standard model of elementary particles—is virtually unknown to the general public. In almost everything theory, Robert O'Erter shows how what
was once thought to be separate forces of nature were combined into a single theory by some of the brightest minds of the 20th century. Rich with accessible analogies and transparent prose, the theory of almost everything celebrates an uninvited achievement in human knowledge here—and demonstrates the excellent structure that underlying the world as we know it. There are two scientific theories
taken together, explaining the whole world. The first, which describes the force of gravity, is widely known: Einstein's theory of general relativity. But the theory that explains everything—the standard model of elementary particles—is virtually unknown to the general public. In almost everything theory, Robert O'Erter shows how what was once thought to be separate forces of nature were combined into a
single theory by some of the brightest minds of the 20th century. Rich with accessible analogies and transparent prose, the theory of almost everything celebrates an uninvited achievement in human knowledge here—and demonstrates the excellent structure that underlying the world as we know it. Back to visiting other sites at Penguin Random House Network Theory almost everything: the standard
model, The Victory of Unsung Modern Physics, Robert Oerter, Pi Press, New York, 2006. $24.95 (327 ISBN 0-13-236678-9 Buy at AmazonThe standard model, like the Roman god Janus, presents two faces to the world. For physicists like Jacqueline Kennedy, it's stylish and beautiful. But for the general public, it's like Rodney Dangerfield: he takes a little respect. Robert Oyerter, a physics professor at
George Mason University in Virginia, has launched a popular misconception to change that. In theory of almost everything: the standard model, the unread triumph of modern physics, he tries to give the standard model the respect he deserves. Will he make it? keep singing . Oerter's task is to be difficult because the standard model is not as sexy as the physics of black holes, string theory, extra
dimensions, dark energy, dark matter, swelling, and the like; And most casual readers only have limited familiarity with the many ideas that make up the model. Physicists simply demonstrate the standard model with su(3) × (2) × U(1) theories. Su group (3) represents × eight colored × with quarks and to each other. What it means for an audience who hasn't heard most of the concepts. In this way, Oerter
describes what quarks, gluons, and cup bosons are. That, however, is the easy part. The real challenge is that the standard model is a relativistic quantum field theory, meaning that its actual understanding requires the knowledge of relativity, quantum mechanics, fields in general, and quantum fields in particular. But there's more: To understand how relativity corrects Newtonian physics, one needs to
understand Isaac Newton's Parinesipia, which is also necessary to see how quantum mechanics create new ideas. Understanding quantum fields requires knowing what a classical field is and the best example is the electromagnetic field, so O'Erter offers contributions from Maxwell's James Munshi. The author makes all these efforts with the élan. His style is fun and includes numerous simple and
sometimes whimsical examples. For example, in a time-out presentation, Oerter imagines a taxi trip to the airport in a world where light speeds are only 30 mph. Assuming the airport is 15 miles away and the taxi travels 29 miles per hour, the passenger must leave well more than half an hour early but will get to the airport, which is only 10 minutes old. To help readers understand the idea of how a particle
in the distance from a source can sense a classic context, the author introduces the landlord who has his neighbors having a barbecue; the homeowner with perfume knows that something is happening even if he is not invited. To explain the principle of the least action, the author imagines a lifeguard who has to save a paddle swimmer in the ocean. The path doesn't take the least time A simple right-line
path but also consists of two different straight line paths—one on land, one in water. I can go on, but you get the idea, the whole book is full of similar examples that are needed to attract readers who have little knowledge of the standard model, or even physics in general. Of course, some arguments work better than others. Although Oerter uses a full chapter to explain feynman charts, I doubt if most
readers understand the meaning of simple visual representations of complex underlying mathematical calculations, especially those charts with multiple loops. It is also thought that the concepts of colored gluvens, Bell's theory, and Copenhagen's interpretation of wave performance—all of which are discussed in the book—can really be understood by the casual reader. Despite those minor reservations, I
was having fun with this book because it offered many new and clever ways to explain basic physics to non-physicists. What's not so clear to me is whether such readers can ever really hope to understand the many concepts involved in the standard model or not. In fact, I was struck by a large number of very important ideas in the book, such as quantum theory, relativity, quarks, and gluvens, which
practicing physicists must absorb. Many of those concepts are intuitive. In my case, much of the comfort level was achieved only after significant repetition and careful study. The casual reader has only one shot with Oyther's book. Nevertheless the book gave me a lot of new ideas about how to respond to friends who ask me what I'm going to do. Let's think about it, maybe a professional physicist is not
the best reviewers of The Everther Book. It may be checked by someone who has little or no knowledge of the field. Now that can be interesting. I should also point out that in the final two chapters, the author goes beyond the standard model to embrace the kind of ideas of many popular books—for example, dark matter, dark energy, inflation, great unity, extra dimensions, matter—the anti-matter symmetry
of the universe, supersymmetry, and string theory. None of those concepts are worn in the depths of two seasons; Reading the theory of almost everything in general was a very satisfying experience, and I enthusiastically recommend it to friends who are interested in understanding the basis of contemporary particle physics. Oerter is to be praised for successfully pulling off a challenging project, one that
we physicists hope could possibly change this Rodney Dangerfield of theories, if not the beautiful Jackie Kennedy, at least a model that becomes more respectful. Please note: The number of comments represents full text views from December 2016 to the present. The article's views were not included before December 2016. Includes.
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